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MOSCOW  - A 
trilateral meeting 
between Russian, 
Azerbaijani and 
Armenian leaders to 
discuss the Nagorno-
Karabakh issue ended 
Monday in Moscow.
Russian President 
Vladimir Putin opened 
the meeting, thanking 
Azerbaijani President 
Ilham Aliyev and 
Armenian...
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ANKARA - Turkey’s 
defense minister on 
Monday strongly 
rejected his French 
counterpart’s claims 
about Turkey, saying 
Paris was confused 
and certainly mistaken 
about alleged 
“harassment” last year 

at sea.
Rebuffing Florence 
Parly’s comments 
alleging that “a 
French vessel was 
harassed” by Turkey 
last June, Hulusi Akar 
said that “the French 
defense minister must 
have mixed up the 
incidents.”
Decrying...
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ANKARA - Social 
media platform Parler 
went down on Monday 
after Amazon became 
the latest provider to 
suspend its services to 

restrict communication 
of the supporters of 
US President Donald 
Trump.
Users trying to access 
the Parler website were 
greeted by a message 
saying: “This...
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ANKARA - The 
Turkish defense 
industry is determined 
to complete its ongoing 
projects, deliver new 
systems to armed 
forces around the 
world and launch new 
projects in 2021, the 
country’s top defense 

industry official said 
Monday.
“We’ll make the first 
deliveries of the Akinci 
Unmanned Combat 
Aerial Vehicle this 
year,” Ismail Demir, 
the head of Turkey’s 
Defense Industries 
Presidency, said at a 
press conference. Last 
August...
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Trilateral cease-fire agreement between Russia, Azerbaijan, Armenia 
being consistently fulfilled, says Russian president

Malaysia: Number of flood evacuees drops, 10 die

Turkish defense industry set on fulfilling orders in 2021

Turkey rebuffs French 
defense minister’s claims

Amazon suspends Parler in 
latest hit to Trump defenders

Russia, Azerbaijan, Armenia 
trilateral meeting ends
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BRUSSELS - The 
European Union 
wants to rebuild 
a constructive 
relationship with 
Turkey, the European 
Commission 
spokesperson said 
on Monday. “We 
are interested in 

a constructive 
relationship with 
Turkey based on 
cooperation,” Peter 
Stano told the press 
at a daily briefing in 
Brussels, the bloc’s de 
facto capital.
According to the 
chief foreign policy 
spokesperson, the bloc 
worked...MORE DETAILS

EU wants cooperative ties 
with Turkey: Brussels

Turkey’s Pemra Ozgen eliminated 
in Australian Open

Turkey: Unemployment 
rate down in Oct

Turkey: Ministry to look after 1,625 
monumental trees
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